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NATIONAL ADVISORY C01.mITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS. 

TECHN ICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 413. 

l.1ULTIPLICITY OF SOLUT IONS IN AERODYNAMICS. * 

By M. Dupont. 

One of the most striking phenomena which accompany the flow 

of fluids such as air and water a,bout bodies, is that of changes 

'in character. This phenomenon is still very little understood. 

We will first discuss the nature of these changes and then show 

that pure theory leads to a multiplicity of characters of flOW, 

among which we will endeavor to indicate those bearing some 

analogy to experimental results. 

I. Historical Sketch 

The first category of facts concerns bodies placed at the 

same angle of attack 1JTith reference to the air flow, for which 

it is found that the coefficient of resistance or drag changes 

suddenly in the neighborhood of a ~certain velocity corresponding, 

above and below this value, to two different appearances in the 

flow. 

The discovery seems to have been made by Eiffel, who commu

nicated it to the Academy of Sciences in 1912. Comparing his 

" ovm resul ts with those on spheres published by the Gottingen 

Laboratory in 1909, results differing from simple to triple, 

* IISur la multiplicite des solutions en aerodynamique." From 
liLa Technique Aeronautique, II Dec. 15, 1926, and Jan. 15, 1927. 
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Eiffel experimented with spheres of different diameters through

out the whole range of velocities, from 0 to 30 m (about 100 ft.) 

per second, attainable in his Auteuil Laboratory. He was sur

prised to find that the coefficient of drag varied with the ve

locity of the air and the size of the sphere. He was thus en

abled to explain the considerable discrepancies with ~he Gbttin

gen results. These discrepancies, however, have never been en

tirely eliminated, due to the fact that aerodynamically, the 

sphere is a very capricious obstacle. Thus originated the no

tion of critical velocity separating two different characters 

of flow, a notion which was soon to be generally adopted for 

all cylindrical and streamlined bodies. 

There is another order of variation of the character of the 

flow, when there is a change in the angle of attack of certain 

bodies relative to the flow. The coefficients of drag and of 

lift generally increase regularly with this angle, except for 

a certain particular value, where a substantiai change takes 

place in the flow. The first fact, in this sense, was noted by 

Rateau in 1909, for small oblique planes at an angle of attack 

of 25 to 350 • This was subsequently confirmed by Rateau, on 

carefully examining the polars of certain wing sections or pro

files, and has since been generally adopted for all wing sec

tions. For the latter, the critical angle of attack is partic

ularly important. Below this angle, the high lifts, created by' 

the large ne~tive pressures on the upper surface of the leading 
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edge, increase in direct proportion with the increase in the 

angle of attack, until the lift suddenly falls off, after a per

iod of instability. This entails two consequences for the air

plane: a sudden drop in altitude and loss of controllability. 

This constitutes the so-called "stalling" of the airplane. 

Knowledge of such an undesirable disturbance consequently has 

definite value. 

It was very quickly recognized that the two types of changes 

in the character of the flow occur at the same values of the 

product of velocity x dimension or (more generally and for dif

ferent fluids) at the same Reynolds Number· VD/v (v being the 

kinetic coefficient of viscosity). 

In Fig. 1, the variation in the coefficient of drag of cyl

inders according to G8ttingen is plotted against VD/v for a 

very wide range.* . The logarithmic scale was adopted for both 

coordinates, the first consequence of which is to render the 

fall of the coefficient very noticeable. The int ermediat e hori-

zontal range and the inception of the range at very high veloci-

ties are very clearly shown. The velocities and dimensions of 

importance in aerodynamics are precisely astride the critical 

value of VD. This value corresponds, for instance, to a veloc

ity of 13 m (42.65 ft.) per second for a cylinder of 20 em 

(7.87 in.) diameter. 
*Extract from an article by Marchis on the laws of variation of 
the coefficient of drag of the air for a few bodies ("Bulletin 
technique du bureau Veri tas," June, 1924. 
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Another advantage of the logaritrunic scale is that it shows 

what takes place at very small VD. This zone is not important 

in practice. The point I farthest to the left corresponds to 

diameters of 0.05 mm (0.002 in.) and velocities of 1 m {3.28 ft.) 

per second. At most it would serve for piano wires of 1 !:ILm 

(0.04 in.) with velocities of 5 em (1.97 in.) per second. Aside 

from this utilization, the zone in question is of considerable 

theoretical interest by reason of the rapid and continuous var-

iation in the coefficient of drag. Here there is a different 

kind of flQ1~! for each corresponding velocity. At this point, 

where the effect of the viscosity is predominant, the experi

mental multi-plicity of the kinds of flow corresponds to the the-

oretical multiplicity of the solutions, as we shall see farther 

on. 

The investigation of these kinds of flow has often led ex-

nerimenters to make the fila.mcnts visible either in air or in 
" 

water by sr:1oke or colored fuynes, or by liquids of different re-

fractive powers, or by powders rendered brilliant by an e1ec-

tric spark. "tiie cannot refer to them all, from Harey to Riabou-

chinsky and. Colonel Lafay. 'vVe must , however, express our admi-

ration for the remarkable results obtained by Camiche1, of Tou

louse, in water or viscous liquidS. Very interesting ex-peri

ments are now in lJrogress under the ciirection of Toussaint at 

the Institute of Saint Cyr. Unfortuna.tely ti1e smoke or fumes 

become invisible when the velocity exceeds a few meters oer 
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second, all the more because, in t~lC small tubes or spaces: th8 

f low may become turbulent at high VGloci ties, thus confusing all 

observa t ions. 

It may be said that the upper- range has never been material-

ized with the probab:e transfer of the separations to'ward the 

rear. It has been found ·possilJJ.e to render visible the internle-

diate stage with separations near the main or midship section, 

a t ransi t ion point with sudden changes of velocity o~ either 

side; and the turbulent zone within which are produced various 

motions which are quite gentle in immediate proximity to the 

body. Wilen the velocity is diminished, one observes the vorti

ces of Karma.n carried along by the current and constantly re-

newed. Camichel' s most surprising resul ts, however, concern very 

low velocities or what amounts to t!J.9 saGe thing, the medium ve-

locities with rncire or less viscous fluids.* They illustrate 

the cOntinual variation in the character of the floYl with the 

velocity. Each type of flow is characterized by two vortex 

cores, two points of bifurcation of the filaments on the surface 

of the oedy, and a neutral point d.ownstream, all these charac-

terlstics changing gradually with the velocity. Some of the 

cores are even of spiral form, which is interesting, in view of 

. what follQ1.7s. FinallY~ at lower velocities or an exaggerated 

yisc~_~ity , .~e ~~or~ E~.:~-.?~!e8 d isC' ... ppea::o dOW!lst ream end the fluid 

* f.: eo:: the re!"I1.arlzR.bl e -p!lot8graphs by Camichel in the "T echn ique 
.As·:;-"~)nautiq1.~e" of Nov(,y(!ber 15, and DEcember 15,. 1925. The follow
ing cl2.scri-ptions especially concern Figs. 10, 17, 20, 21, 23, 25 
and 26. 
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closely follows the contour of the body. Note that these figures 

have a gradually increasing resa1blance to the theoretical flow 

of a perfect fluid, _i. e., a fluid wi thout viscos i ty. We have 

come to the conclusion that the characteristics of these flows 

can be studied in a perfect fluid and corrected by taking ac

count of the viscosity, but without any sUbstantial alteration. 

In finishing this sket ch, we will call attention to the 

work of Pawlowski at the University of Michigan (report-ed by 

Dzrewiecki), the results of which' have not yet been published. 

This investigation has the advantage of having been made at ve

locities of 15-20 m (49-66 ft.) per second, VJhich are quite 

near the velocities in current use. Since a,t these velocities, 

it was no longer a question of smoke or fumes which dissolved 

immediately, the motion VJas revealed, at least in the vicinity 

of the body, by the lines left on white lead by a current of 

H2S liberated by a very fine tube, as close to the body as pos

sible. Pavlowski found that the separations occurred at a point 

D on the front upper surface, even at the smallest angles of 

attack (Fig. 2), the separated filament then following a path 

very near the upper surface, but without its being possible to 

confound them, because in the £mgle thus fonned~ however small, 

the same condition occurs as for large angl~s of attack, i.e., 

the nresence of a neutral point 0 separ'),th1g a fO:T'wr,rd zone, 

where the fluid follows the surface in a cl:i:C'8ction cor:i;l'a.ry to 

that of the general flow, and a rearward zone where the fluid 
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rejoins at the point P, the filament vrhich has followed the 

10\'7e'r surfcvce. The poir.t of separation VTould thus be fixed 

near the leading edge for the smallest angle of attack and 

7 

would there2fter vt\ry but very li ttle. If the above results 

are cO~1.f irmed, they a:re of such a nature as to modify the cur

rent conception of the nature of the flow about airfoils·and 

to attribute to the phenomena of separation a very important 

role, even at the smallest angles of attack. 

W1lether with or vIi thout separnt ion, we propose to show 

here that the mecD..anics of perfect fluids suggeste¢\. to the im

agination a mul ti tude of solutions. To make an "a priori" 

choice presupposes a criteriop. which we do not yet possess. 

Lacking this, the best method will be comparison wi th experi

enc e and the cl i::1ina t ion of solut ions which do not agree with 

it. From tilis gradual :refinement, there will perhaps be 

evolved, if not the true typo,. a ty-pc corresponding sufficient

ly to the real i ty to satisfy our need of knowledge and of ap

plication. This criterion '.:'Jill not be a comprehensive coeffic

ient of drag ready for universal application, which can be 

sufficiently approximated even for a theory deficient in its 

details~ but a local verification like the distribution of 

pres sures or velocities on the surface of bodies sufficiently 

complicated so that the discord.ances are quickly revealed. 

Such, for exanple, are wing sections. 

V'Ie ~'Vill confine ourselves to the parallel flOW, so that 
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generalizations y!ill be possible Cl.:1d easy. The surfaces tested 

will therefore be endless cylinders placed at right angles to 

the flow. Thes e cylinders ar e reduced to their right sections 

in the motion d iagrEtn1s, so that we VIi 11 have only curves and the 

TI!ost convenient curve of all) namely, the circle. The circle 

can be studied either as an endless cylinder (symmetrical. motion), 

or as trax!sformed into a r.tr i{1g section (dissymmetrical ~roblel11). 

The resul t to be o'btaiI"icd on the circle will be the knowledge 

of the tangential veloel tiE:s e;enera ting the pres sures and, in 

particular, the location of the points of zero velocity. By a 

transformation of the Joukowski type with two poles P and P
1

, 

it is in fact, possible to make a pointed profile correspond to 

a circle with the center 0 and the point P at a point of 

zero velocity (Fig. 3). 

II. So1ut ions wi thou t S epara t ion 

These are the simplest to discuss and, in certain cases, 

useful to know.approximately. The general conditions of the 

problem are too ·well known. to require much attention. The fluid' 

is supposed to be perfect and incompressible and the motion per-

. manent on the whole. The Dl'oblem is to det ermine a velocity 

poten tial which, combined with a general motion of translation; 

gives the complete flow around the object, here a circle. This 

condition of flow is a condition of nullity imposed on the normal 
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velocity at the surface of the body in the resulting motion. 

The body is supposed to be stationary ip- a moving current. In 

certain parts of this discussion, it i~ay be convenient, howe"tJer, 

to su~pose the body to be in motion and the fluid to be at rest 

to infinity. 

There is a solution Known in principle since Laplace and 

D'Alembert a.nd which h?s thf:) characteristic 'of being regular:, 

both outside the body e:_nd on its surface. The works of mathe

maticians of the ninE;teent1:1 century have der.1onstrated that it 

is the only regulc_r potent ial function giving the flow along 

the sur.face. Since Heumann, it has been known how to calculate 

it, as the potential of a. simple layer spread over the surface. 

The .resulting figure for a cylinder is well known (F·ig. 4). 

This sO,lution, so well determined that it seems to be the only 

possible one, has, nevertheless,two serious disadvantages. On 

making the int egral of the pressures around the "oo6.y, the re

sult is a zero drag. !.loreo":Ter, it has never been experimentally 

obtained in fluids such as air anc~ 'V'!ater. By a paradox alre20dy 

mentioneo., this pattern is obtained in its general appearance 

only by exaggerat ing the viscos ity to the maximu.YTI, i. e., by 

keeping as far 'away as possible 'from the perfect fluid. 

It is therefore necessary to discard this solution, which 

was, in fact, done long ago. Up to the end of the nineteenth 

century, the principal efforts crystallized around a solution 

wi th sepa.ra t ~on, the :'wake" of Relmhol tz, of which we will speak 
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again. It was not until the beginning of the present century 

that an enti're1y new way was 6.iscovered. Its Doint of departure 

was Joukowski's theory, which has since been so greatly developed. 

Before discussing it, let us say that this solution is not the 

only one. This idea, act"U.ally so little diffused, was the ob-

j ect of an unpublished. investigation -oy Mr. Girau1 t of the S.T.Ae'. 

The functions susceptible of rep7esenting the flow of c p8rfect 

fluid around a given bod.y are as nur{l8::OUS as desired fer choosing 

irregular ones a.ccord~~_ng to certain lines or surfaces and. for de

termining lIa priori!! the nature of these singulari ties. Physical 

mot ion is not generally possible in their vicinity (due, for ex

ample, to infinite velocities), but it will suffice to e1i~inate 

from the space utilized the neighboring lines of flow, in order 

to obtain, outsic_e, a motion perfectly compatible with the phys

ical data. 

Joukowski's solution.- This is based on a. dissy:nmetrica1 

flow around a circle in vie';l of its transforrlmtion into a pro

file. It is well known that an endless recti1inGar vortex gives 

circular lines of flow (Fig. 5) in a p erp el1ci i cula I' plane. The 

ve10ci ty along the circumf erence of a circle, of radius 1', is 

equal to A/I', A being the intensi ty of the vortex. This num-

bel' has a simple mecha::lical signification. The circulation 

around a Circle, or product of the velocity at each point, multi

plied by t;:le element of arc, added for all the elements of the 

curve, is equal to 2 TI A. It is independent of the circle con-
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s idered and is generally ti1e same for every cloSGd circui t enclos

ing the point 0 which is the trace of the vort ex. In the vicin

ity of this point, the velocity would theoretically be infinity, 

but this difficulty is avoided by not utilizing the part flowing 

inside a. circle of finite radius. By superposing this motion on 

that of Laplace ,·vi th unifo:.:m potentiaJ., we obtain a theol's c ical 

flow outside the circ18, w:i10Se figure is well knoVi.rrl (:fig. 6). 

The consequenc es deduce.i by Joukowski are as simple a.~; thBY are 

remarkableo 

1. The reaction of the flow on the circle develops a force 

perpendicular to the previous direction of translation of the 

a ir and proport ional to the vortical circulation. The dra-g is 

zero. 

2. A similar transformation of the circle on another curve 

changes neither the drag (zero), nor the lift, 1vhich remains 

proportional to the circulation, which is itself constant. 

3. In particnla:r, a juc.icious transf orJna.t ion discovered by 

Joukowski gives a well-streamlined profile, provided with a thin 

trailing edge, to every angle of atta:::k of which there corre

sponds a flow transformed ;l!Ji thou t discont inui ty (Fig. 7). The 

resultant of the pressures would be a pure lift proportional to 

the primitive circulation around the circle. 

The an-olication will demonstrate that this tra.nsformation, 

chiefly arbitrary, would yield very good wing profiles and that 

the nypothesis of the circulation, no less arbitrary, would give 
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a lift closely approximating reaJ.ity. In reality, however, the 

drag is not zero. Beyond a certain critical angle of attack, 

the agreement would disapnear completely. Nevertheless, the ex-

plana t ion seemed to be fO'.md for the great rela ti ve lift 17hich 

W2..S the essential fact in the properties of airplane wings at 

small angles of attac~. 

m- • t ( ~ 20 'J r;:;,11. ). • • th h' t f 111lS agreemen \01 -'.'Llo lS un::.que In e lS ory 0 aero-

d"5lna.mics, if we consider the pureness, yvi thout corrections, of 

the theory ~7hich J.eads to' it. This ,"t"-:iS the found.ation for the 

great success of Joukmyski 1 s idea. Generalizations have followed 

with Prandtl cmd his pupils, but its pureness has diminished 

with experience, as also the agreement in detail. It has also 

been sought to explain the origin of this circulation by reason-

ing based on the hypothesis of the If fluid vliing" of Prandtl and 

,r,rhich appeared to terminate naturally in it. This reasoning, 

however, does not elimina.te the implicit nostulate that things 

take place in rea.lity the sarne as in theory. 

The question rests entirely on a detailed comparison of ex-

Derimental and theoretical results. The comnarison of the theo-
• k 

retical and experimental pressures was made in the S·T.Ae. (Tech-

nical Section of Aeronautics - Bulletin No. 22 of the If Service 

Technique de 1lAeronautique, If December, 1924) according to meas-

urements 'made on a Jou1::O",;'Jski li'!in~ (430) in the Eiffel L2..boratory . -
(Fig. 8). The value shm'l!l on the ordinate is the ratio k of 

the dym.'l,mic pressures to the generating pressure,~ if we adopt 
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the theorem of Bernoulli at the surface k = 
V 02 

- if 
v 2 

o 

13 

K = 0 corresponds to surface Doints 1".'here the velocity is equal 

to the velocity 0: the air stream in the '.'lind tunnel. K = 1 

corres1)onds to '9oints of zero velocl ty (large front end). 

K < 0 corresDonds t,J regions whe]~e the velocity exceeds that of 

the air stream, which is 78ry cleaI'l] the case for a large part 

of the do!'sal sU!'iace, T:'1(; abscissas are the arcs of the pro-

file traversed from "Oolnt -co point in passing through the upper 

and t~1en the Imver surface. 

The curve is obviously quit e uncertain. The first impres-

sion in the comparison is a certain remarkable COnfOITtlity of 

appearance. A first difference appears on the upper rear, 

·where the experimental pres sure seems to become constant. It 

is thought that separations occur which disturb the phenomena. 

We think, however, that the most important discrepancy, 

and the one the least re:nf",~.'ked, occurs on the front upper sur-

face in the zone of strOll?; negative pressures, important for 

the lift, phere t11e theoret ical negat ive pressure attains 2 to 

3 times the experimental pressure and the maximum theoret ical 

veloci ty attains 1.45 times the experimental velocity, the net 

discrepancy at an angle of attack of a few degrees and which 

becomes very much greater above 15 or 200 • This difference, so 

great in detail, amounts in the aggregate, to only 20 to 25% 

for lifts below the critical angle of attack. This is why 

Joukowski's theory constitutes a satisfactory approximation at 
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small angles of attack. We predict that it is not the last stage 

and that, independently of the separations to be considered, the 

distribution of the velocities at the sensitive points must be 

revised. 

Solutions with SOU1"ces and vortices.- The way being thus op

ened, ""e see that the problem can be approached in an infinite 

numb er of v,ays. The !'8ctiJ inear vortox of Joukowski was suggest

ed by the ana.logy of t!le e:::;u.a t iOlls of hydrO (or E\ero) dynamics 

a.nd electrod.ynamics, the field of velnci ty of the vortex being 

precisely the field of force of an endless rectilinear flow. 

Here are .other examples, however, by comparison with static 

electrici ty. 

In 1850, Rankin had combined two fields analogous to those 

of electric masses, i::.1 order to a!'ri'Te at well-streamlined sur

faces of revolution, which haove producecl good shapes for air

ships. Static electricity uniformly distributed on a straight 

line is represented by a pJint in a plane perpendicular to the 

straight line (Fig. 9).' In this plane the lines of force are 

straight lines meeting C'.t this point. Transposing in the domain 

of fluids, the velocities are centripetal or centrifugal and 

equal to B/r. B D~S a simple physical signification. 2 TI B 

represents the output of 'fluid appearing or disappearing per 

second at the point considered on the unit length of the straight 

line, which characterizes either a source or a II s ink," to use an 

expression coined by Drzewiecki). B is the intensi ty of the 
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source a.nd is either positive or negative. 

Ce~tain precautions are necessary in order to apply to the 

motion of the fluids either an addition or subtraction of matter 

in permanent motion. Let us note, moreover, that the velocity 

is infinite in the vicinity of the individual points. Some writ

ers, like Riabouchinsky, see in it the mathematical image of the 

cav ita t ions which appea.r cn the downst ream side of the body. 

By superposing a e,)urc(. on 8. vortex, '."Te have another type 

of singularity characterized. by spirals as lines of flow (Fig. 

10). The source-vortices \Tiere systematically investigated by 

Riabouchinsky (flBulletin du S.T.Ae~, fI April, 1926). In fact, ·the 

spiral form of the lines of flow is quite frequent in nature. 

On applying these various singoJ.lari ties to the circle, it 

remains to find combinations of sources, vortices, or source

vortices, which yield circula.r lines of flow. By superposing 

them on the regular potential of Lap12,c e, a very wide range of 

theoretical motions is obtained. 

It should be mentio:"1ed that among the phenomena imaginable, 

some .are found inside the body (like JoukQ1~Tski I s vortex) and are 

compatible 1Ni th an external physical motion, while others may 

be internal and can be accepted only with reservations. Here 

8 rea f e1.l\T examo 1 es . 

1. Two vortices of opposite intensities and. conjugated 

with reference to a circle (more often a number of such pairs) 
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admit this circle as the line of flow. One application is known 

under the name of IIFo-opl vortices. lf * Behind a circle in a sym-

metrical flow (Fig. 11), there are two symmetrical pairs of oppo-

site intensity. F09Pl subjects them to the condition that each 

vortex center remain m~ti(mless under the action of the other 

centers and of Laplacels field of regular potential. The problem 

has one in.d·eterminati(:-n. Vie can choose, on a certain cUl've, one 

of the vortices, e.g., thE: upper one to the right. A well-

determined intensi ty o,nd Co very distinct kind of flo"JI! correspond 

to each position, each figure being characterized by two rear 

points of zero velocity, ·which are normally the' origins of two 

lines of flow separating the filaments continuing their down-

stream course from those 1iihich retrace their path by turning 

continuously on thenselves. It is difficlJ.lt not to attach to 

these theoret ical fi gures the series of app earances obtained by 

Camichel behind a cyliDd8r at a very low velocity. In this ex-

ample we have acceptatl? ~~nternal vOI'tices and other external 

ones, which must be subj 3cted to the above reservations. 

2. Circular lines of flow are produced by two sources of 

the same sign conjugate with reference to a circle and completed 

by a source of the contrary sign at the center of the circle 

(Riabouchinsky) . 

3. Such sources caD be associated with the vortices of 
* Fo-ppl, IfM~{ncheTI e Sit zungsb ericht e, \I 1923. See also Howland, 
liThe Journal of the Royal Aeronautical Society, \I April, 1925. 
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No.1, in any numb er of pa irs (Riabouchinsky). 

4. Two opposite sources (or vortices) approaching each 

other indefinitely produc e a double source (or doubl e vortex) 

whose lines of flow are tangential circles (Fig. 12), the veloc

ity y being of the form C/r 2 • It may be considered either as 

a double source fixed on t~e circle in question, or two sources 

conjugate wi th refere::'lG'e to the circle. They may therefore be 

made to approach each other inde:initely and to have singulari

ties of the order of D/r 3
• 

C. Witoszynski, in particular, utilized a fixed double 

source in a point of the c ircl e combined vITi th the regular pot en

tial of Laplace, in order to obtain a diss~aetrical flow, appli

cable to wing profiles. It was for the special purpose of veri-

fying his conclusions that Pawlowski undertook the experiments 

already described. 

Witoszvnski' s solL.l·:~":"C.ll·- In addi tion to the long list derived 

f rom electrical analogL>~; other functions can be found. A re

markable model was recen·~.ly made by Wi toszynski ("Mecanique des 

profiles d'aviation," t:r'b.rslated from Polish into French by 

Z iembinski, Cheron, 192,1-) according to an original principle 

which which we will now consider. The task is to produce a dis

symmetrical motion around a'circle for the purpose of transforming 

it into a profile (Fig. 13). In contrq,st wi th the preceding ex

amples, in which one complete revolution around a body brings 
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the sa.me velocity of the fluid back to the same point, the func-

tion here adonted reauires two revolutions. 
~ ~ 

Let us imagine that the leaf of paper is split from a point 

of the contour clear to the left, and let us follow a closed cir

cuit from a certain point on the verso (front or upper side of 

the paper). Encountering the slit at a certain moment, we pass 

to the recto (back of the paper) and return to the initial point 

with a different velocity. Continuing the revolution, we return 

to the slit with a velocity different from the preceding revolu-

tion and finish the second revolution on the verso, in order to 

recover the elements of departure at the initial point. By this 

deyic e, each side of the lear represents a different motion of 

the fluid. Wi toszynsld plC'>ces the cusp (singular point of, sepa

ration or discontinuity where the velocity becomes infinite, 

since it varies as 1: 1'1/2) on the back of the paper and uses 

the front of the pap'3I' only where the velocities are finite. 

A lift and a drag ar3 alsJ found. 

One difficulty rfwains. Along the slit the velocity dif-

fers from point to point, which fact requires a sudden change 

of pressure. Physically a troubled zone ,(lust be creat ed, of 

which the slit is a sort of skeleton. In the transformation in-

to profile, it is arranged for the beginning of the slit to be 

a point of zero velocity which will correspond to the point, 

and the transformed slit wiI1 be the wake of the profile. 

The comparison of the pressures obtained by this method 
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with those obtained experimentally was made on the same profile 

430, which has 801 ready serv ed as a. criterion for the results ob

tained by Joukowski (IIBulletin au S.T.,Ae. ," December, 1924). 

Aside from a few differences (Fig. 14) due to separation at the 

rear, "G~1e zone of great neg'3.tive pressures shows aYl agreerr,ent 

much more complete than with the first theory. For such a com

plicat ed curve, this can :te.rdly be the result of chance. The 

tentative method, obll;::p.toI'J in the present state of aerodynam

ics, here gave very gJod results. The above comparison is due 

to Girault. At angles of attack above 10 or 15°, the agreement 

rapidly disappears. 

"vVe have shown what a diversity of solutions is already of

fered when one seeks a floy" surrounding the whole body, where 

the region behind the body does not oppose the region in front, 

from the continuity v ie'!J'.rpo int • 

By adding certain singu.lari ties to the regJ.lar potential, 

one can·obtain images of flow about a cylinder, of striking 

analogy to the reality, though only at very low velocities. 

For wing profiles, it is at small fu"'1.g1es of 2.ttack that certain 

theories ~dve a satisfactory agreement for practice_I utiliz8,tion. 

The effect of the separations is encountered, however, at the 

highest velocities and the largest angles of attack. The sur

face is divided into two v,?ry distinct regions: the front region, 

which the fluid washes ir. a very regular and permanent flow; the 

1'ear region, in contact with a fluid more or less dead and pos-
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sessing various motions. This brings us to the complete problem 

in the latter hypothesis. The multiple solutions, which have 

already e,ppeared, will increase still further. We will endeavor 

to give an idea. of the:n. 

III. Solutions with Separation 

The separation hy-;,)ot1:..e3is has IC::1g been offered to explain 

the drag of a body. F'H tl:is, Eelmhol tz invented .tnf3" 

theory of the 'wake ar.J. attached to the rear of the body a mass 

of relatively immobile fluid at constant pressure. It is con

ceived that one thus breaks the equilibrium of the pressures 

before and behind, characterizing the solution of Laplace, and 

that a drag, is created (Fig. 15). In considering the problem, 

it is seen, however, that the two surfaces bounding the wake 

must separate indefinitely, and that the rear pressure must be 

the atmospheric pressuTe, a double consequence far from experi-

ence. 

Witoszynski's conception is nearer the reality. It reduces 

the phenomena behind the body to the diagram shown in Fig. 16. 

The fluid separates at two points of the contour and follows 

two lines parallel to the general direction of the relative 

flow. Between these two lines, there is a space 'which has the 

following properties. In contact with the body there is a neg

ative pressure Pa and the velocity V of the whole. At in

finity the dynamic pressure is 0 and the velocity O. Every-
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thinfS takes place as if, in this domain, each second, a certain 

mass of air took the velocity 
,. ... 
v in passing from the dynax;Iic 

pressure 0 to the negative p~essure Pa. These two facts 1'e-

qui ro the creation of a certain amount of mot ion, at the eXp8i1 se 

of drag. Witoszynsl:;:i has cl'a':m from this idea very interesting 

conclusions, but this scheme cloes not talce into account the de-

tails of thG phenonena. OD. the c~ownst1'eal:'1 side of the body. 

SeparatiQl1.- We do not consldcI' as separation proper a case 

al ready encount ered in 'JIllich tl.-!.e fluid leaves the wall normally 

by fusion of the two contrary currents at a ~oint of zero ve10c-

i ty (Fig. 17). The pres,sure wov.ld there te a f!1aximum ana. equal 

to the generative pTessure. l'Jothing similar has even been C0l1-

firmed as 90e.i tive pl'essure in aeroo.yna':.1ics, the zone of the 

separations being alv:ays ur..der nega.tive pressllTe. From this we 

conclude that the velocity at the point of separation is not 

zero and tr,at the fluid. :.ea.ves the contoul' tangentially (on ex-

cluding, at this "Ooint, [,ny discontinu,i ty of veloc i ty (F ig. 18 )). 

This conclusion involves an aspect of the problem very differ-

ent from the complete contouring of the body. After separation, 

the course of the fluid, v'hic11 has previously followed t:i.1e con-

tour, 'b ecomes the ne1iii boundary of the current com ing from up-

stream anC. wil} result from the solution itself. Within these 

lLiits there is a surface comprising, in part, the body itself 

and, in part, a certain downstream l'egioTl. ITl this latter do-

main, t:1ere is a second Y:'lotiol1 su.bol'dinated to the first by the 
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conditions at the limits. We vrill here consider only the first 

motion. The second current can be at the velocity potential 

v!ith a c:iffere.nt Bernoulli constant (the limit of the wake being 

then a discontinuity of velocity), or mo~e generally vortical in 

all its points and still more generally II non-permanent, II al

th01.1gh the first motion E~a y be. In brief, the conditions at the 

limits are not simply a ccr:dition of zero normal velocity (tan

gent to the downstl'ea[J wall of the bedy and to tne wake itself), 

but a condition of eq'l'.lli ty of pressure on both sides of the 

wake. The latter entails a vortical non-permanent flow. These 

conclusions from the theory would moreover agree with the cur-: 

rent investi/?;a t ion of a turoulent downst ream zone. Its theoret

ical determination is dif'ficul t and an analysis would doubtless 

be unabJ. e to give it. It vlJould here be rather a quest ion of 

dragging by friction, along the s~lrface of discontinuity and of 

physical mixture, to the pJints where the equality of pressure 

could not be maintainel. 

It is these motions which would absorb the energy necessary 

to Droduce the drag. If their analysis is difficult, it must 

be re:-nembered that they are manifested by a negative pressure, 

very nearly constant on the downstream wall. The knowledge of 

this negative pressure, combined with the pressures of the gen

eral motion, Vi.'ould give by integration the drag sought, but we 

have not yet proceeded that far. 

For the time ~)eing, we are trying to treat the problem of 
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the first motion. It admits as unknowns, the point of separa

t ion and the shape of the VlJake. The latter will depend on the 

solution itself, but we need to know in advance at least how 

this wake behaves quite far behind the body. The existence of 

a drag necessitates a :resiriJ.e of tUT.bulence dmmstream. This 

residue is slight and, since on the ether hand it is natural 

to think that the flut()., sS:'=larated by ·the body, tends to com

b ine behind it, we wil.:!.. at'c iCh to the wake the condition of 

closing COlTI9letely at .infinity a lirr,:'ting case susceptible of 

being T'.1od.ified by the result, w'hich will make it possible to 

seek the different types of solut.ion. 

They are here more nu:nerous than in Section II, not only 

because of' ignorance of the separation point, but also because 

the regular solution of the potential of the velocities, so well 

o.etermined for a closed contour or surface, is so no 10nger for 

a portion of the conton!' cr surface. In addi tion to the normal 

velocity on the wall (-':;he only precise condition at our dis

posal), it would be necessary to give the value of the potential 

at every point, which nothing renders possible to calculate. 

If we add to this the fact that special solutions can be super

posed on the regular ones, we will have an idea of the complex

ity of the problem. 

A very important observation must be made on the subj ect of 

these singularities. Thus fo.r, for locating them, we had at 

our disposal the interior of the body (exa~ple of Joukowski's 
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vortex). Here we have also the interior of the wake, since the 

motion conside:red is expressly outside this domain. The problem 

of sepa-ratiol1, thus stated, therefore enables the introduction 

of certain s ingulari ties outs ide the body, without including 

the reseryations requ~reG. in Section II. We 1;yill find both 

cases in succession arId for the same body. Perhaps it will be 

Dossible to see in th~~ the image of two distinct kinds of flow 

analogous to those ob-r,CLinFd expe1'il:lentall y. 

Lastly, in orde1' to terminate nlth the principles, we can 

generalize the well-known conception which consists, for a given 

body, in envisaging on the insid.e, a sort of prolongation of 

the outside flo~, a prolongation not materialized in the fluid, 

but Y.Jhich is explained by the existence of a motion of the 

whole, in which t~e partial contour of the body, prolonged by 

the wake, is a line of flOYJ. All the internal lines of flow 

cu t the dovv·nst ream v:all 2nj must betaken away from the Tea.l 

motion. Nevertheless, their conception can be of service. In 

fact, the theoretical ·solutions, which will be presented later, 

comprise these two parts: the real motion and the extended 

fictitious or imaginary motion. 

These stat ements were necessary in order to comprehend the 

character of the problem. They are all based on the fact that 

the fluid sepa.rates tangentia.lly to the surface with a· velocity 

not zero. 
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Solnt ion wi th simn~ e la ye,' and--Osourc e-vorti ces. - We wi 11 

nor;}' give 8., solution of the 'Jroblem for a circle in a symmetrical 

flow, V'lith a view to its application to a cylinder, the gener

alization being irrm1ediate for any contour whatsoever. Since the 

points of separation a.re net lmovvn in advance, it will be necesT 

sary to study all the posr:Lble cases. Since the solutions, 

whether regular or i1 regulEl -r, are all mul tiples, we will begin 

by choosing one of the.i~ acc:Hdi:r:g to the only definite condition 

we have, namely, the value of the normal velocity at every point 

of the Vlf.'oshed portion of the body. 

We have a motion with a preliminary potential which is that 

of the translation of the whole. This translation has a compo

nent normal to the washed. surface, mown at evry point. The 

complementary potential tc be sought will have at every point a 

normal velocity equal anrl opposite to the first. 'vVe know how to 

calculate such a function, since it is the potential of a cer

tain sir.1ple layer on the surface or partial contour. 

For the physics of Ij.quids, a simple- layer is a source, but 

a source distributed on a, contour or surface, the densi ty ~ at 

every point being such that the output of a small element ds 

is +2 r f.L ds toward the outside ahd -2 r f.L ds tovmrd the in

side. The normal being directed toward the concavity, f.L is 

negative' for a source and positive for a sink (Fig. 19). 

2 J ~ ds = M is equivalent to the total intensity of a 

source, the total output being 2 r M. According to the sign 
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of M , the simple layeT is either repulsive (source) or 2.ttract-

. (. k)' .L' '1 lve Sln_ 111 ~ne wno e. 

This solution is only the first step. H::).o. it been necessa

ry to hold to it, it would have sue-,gested to us "a posteriori" 

a condition for the p0int of separation. In f~ct, according to 

the point chosen, the dem:i ty on the boundaries of the layer 

has a given value, v"h~.ch entails a discontinuity of velocities. 

By annulling the dens i ty, 'Fe obt3. in a cont inuous separation, as 

to yelocities, vrhich enjoys a sort of privilege. Fig. 20 shows 

an example of a cylinder with the optimum a.ngle of 77 0 28', to 

be compareo. with Figs. 10 a.nd 17 of Camichel's article previous-

ly referl'ed to. 

It remains to satisfy our last condition, which is the clos-

ing of the wake. It is eo,sy to see that it is not realized by 

the simple layer. Here the fiction of the prolonged motion 

will be of service. COllsic'.ered as a fissure in the sheet of 

paper, on tts upstrearr: po!'tion, the contour leaves other than 

2 r M, which is the output of all the ficti tious or imaginary 

filament s wi thin the wake. Far enough in the rea r, thei r res id-

ual velocity is only one of translation, if h is the distance 

of the two asymptotes from the wake. h V :::: 2 r M, which gives 

h a value other than O. (In the abovementioned example, 

h :::: 1.25 D.) There is no closure for any sim~le layer of output 

not zero. (Let us note that M:::: 0 for the total contour, as 

is suitable.) 
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In order to remedy this, it is always poss ible to add any 

function to the tentative potential, thus far represe.nted only 

by the translation. The new potential can bc calculated from 

the sir'.1ple layer which, combined wi th the first two, will ren

der it possible to pas'-=; a.round a predet el'iDined portion of the 

ob j ect. 

If this additive initial function is regular, especially 

wi thin the wake, the C'~ltpub of the internal ficti tious filaments 

is not altered up to L1fini~~y .. A singularity is therefore re

quired in the interior, which is cap~ole of absorbing the out

put of the s·ource, i. e., a total assembly of sinks of capacity, 

equal and of opposite sif~' One can thus be assured that, be

yond the first sink, the t:Jcal output of the filaments within 

the wake is zero and that; Gufftciently far to the rear, the 

two boundary lines of ths wake will reunite. 

Let us note the,t the a:iditive function no longer needs, 

as in Section II, to h·rlTe a, circular line of flow. Therefore 

the number and disposition of the sinks remain arbitrary within 

the body or the wake, but the conception is there. The body 

throwing off the fluid acts as a source spread over a portion 

of its surface. The fluid separates~ At the rear there is a 

vacuum, which is closed by the effect of the sinks situated in 

this zone or even inside the body. We thus return, by a gener

al and cled.uctive :nethod, to the fonner conception of Rankine 

when he sought good shapes for airships. It is always under-
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stood that the real motion will be limited to the fluid vvhich 

has followed the contour of the body, and. that the theoretical 

existence of sinks entails no physical contradiction. 

A secoi1dary condition arises here, a.1 thou.gh na.tura1 in per-

manent motion. center in the domain of the fic-

titiollS rnotion i's 81..lbjected to a fiel:i composecl of the transla-

t ion, of the simple layer 2,nd of the other sinks. Let us take, 

-f'o~ exar1Dle IF1'''''' '9) -+-n',' s'1YY'Y\o+~~r'a1 r~.Oi,.,-nc::tream "'l"nk'" of -'--be --'- --'- _, -'- . \ G • -'- /) In, J .': ill!l; .... IJ ..!. --'- ~ V IV H ~ ,_ _ ~O _ ;:) LJ _ 

cylinder. The attrac~:"on cf one of the sinks for the other CEm 

equilibrate the vertical COmpOli-ent cf the field of the simple 

layer. Nothing count erba1anc es the comnonent of translation 

which is preponderant. The sinks therefore have a mot ion which 

is incompatible with the "0ormanent motion. We will try to rea1-

ize the equilibrium even for the fictitiQUS motion. It will be 

necessary to add to eac1:l sink c. suitable" vortex which can offset 

the translation a~1d. ribose c.irection is indicated_ on the figure. 

In sumYring up, we are led to consider- a general solution 

based on a simple layer aD.d on sourcG-vortices, in order to re-

a1ize the three conditions: partial circumferential flOW, 

closing at the rear, and equilibrium of the singu.1ariti'es. 

It is obvious, from the simplest example, that these ac-

c~~ulated conditions do not ~~ffice to determine completely the 

problem of 2" circle 1l1J'ith tYro symmetrical source-vortices. The 

unknovms are reduced by th~ sy'nmetry to ti18 angle of separation, 

to two coordinates and to the respective densities of the 
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sources aEd of the vortex const i tut ing OEe of the singular points, 

or five in all. 

To recapitulate the conditions, the horiZontal and vertical 

equilibrium furnish tyVO, and the closure a third. It is neccs-

sary to add one more, the annulment of the residual density at 

the point of separati::m (continuity of the velocities). In 

spite of everything, th,erc still remains onG indeterminate. 

The point of separatic1 rem3..ins arbitrary. 

The only positions of equilibri~m found are inside the 

circle, one correspondi:a?; to each point of separation. It can 

likewise 1::e d.emonstrated that the sheet s('parated at a.ngles 

above 1200 does not a gaj.n eli t the c:i.rcle (Fig. 21). This kind 

of solution tends to unite the flow at high velocities, at less 

important separations, witbout external vortica1 appearances. 

We have found no po::::itions of equilibrium outsid.e the cir

cle. If we consider two source-vortices in this domain~ they 

cannot remain stationary ,<cd this opens up the r!1uch more como1i

cat ed question of their evolution. These mobile singu1ari ties· 

cannot bG rejected, because they remind· us of the vortex· trails 

invest iga ted and confinncc1 by Ka.rman. They correspond rather 

to the flo\,,~1 with large separations and to a temporary wake. 

We ha.ve not completed the study of the an.a10gous problem 

in a disSYi'nmetrica1 flOW, for· the purpose of transforming the 

circle into a profile. It is certain, however, that for a 

slight dissY£!1metry (small angle of attack) the singularities 
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will be interna.l and that, on exaggerating the dissymmetry 

(large angles of attack), they will come out at a certain mo

ment, creating a second aupearance to the flow about the pro

file. 

This is only one exar:Tle, because it is obvious that we 

can complicate the pr.)blen, by varying the number and disposition 

of the source-vortices. The field is therefore still vast for 

this t~~e of solution oased on the si~ple layer and the source

vortex. We ma.y add tha.t its generaJ.ization is immediate in the 

case of the three dimenslons. 

Solution with double layer and simple vortices.- In clos

ing, we wish to show how an entirely different method likewise 

leads to a general type very distinct from the first, by utiliz

ing the resources of con10r:11 representation. We will first ex

amine the case of a symrnetrical flow. We can arrive at a. flow 

separating from a circle tangentially with a finite velocity, 

by transforming a cont im .. 1O'~8 solution yvi thout separation. 

Starthl.g with the vortices of Foppl already mentioned, there 

are two pairs, one internal and onu external, which are in equi-

1 ibrium. Tl1ere are two point s of zero veloei ty in the direc

tion of the flow, and two other symmetrica.l ones on the down

stream contour. The two latter points give off filaments which 

reunite on the axis quite far to the rear. They form the sepa

ration between the upstream fluid which flows to infinity and 

that which flows indefinitely around the vortex cores. They 
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const i tll te, "Ii thout any discon t inui ty, a Gort of wake which is 

close~ at the rear. 

Let us t ransfolil1 the c irel e according to J oukmvski (Fi g. 22) 

by taki:1.g as the foci of the transformation, the two symmetrical 

points of zero velocjty sttuated on the flanks of the circle. 

We .."vlll obtain an arc, enc.ing at these two points, Clnd two fil-

aments iFrhich will reu:li te 2,t the re8,r, forming the new wake. 

From the four initiaJ YOI'tL08S, they€; will remain in the new 

system only one 'pair which 'Nill, mOl'eover, be in equilibrium. 

(It should be noted that the space inside the original circle 

is transfor.necl into a complete system communicating with the 

former by a fissure which is the arc of the transformed circle.) 

Fonnl founo" (J.n infinity of these systems in equilibrium, each one 

corres'1')onding, in the tI'anslormation, to a '!Joint of separation. 

Hence we have a second figure of flow, 'l:vhere ths point of 

separation remains arb~ trary, and where the singulari ties con-

sist simply of two sYll1metrical vortices 'Ni thin the circle. 

Their position is shown on the same figure (21) as the source-

vortices of the first type presented. The Doints differ a lit-- , 

tl e, bll t there is, on the whole, quite a decided resemblance 

between the two results. 

Nevertheless, the ty-pe is very different. This is obvious 

on seeing that, a.t the upstream wall of the transformed arc, 

the velocities of the motion of the whole arc tangent to the two 

faces and that the only thing which differs is the yalue of the 
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Dotcntial on one side and on the other. We recognize here, 

wi thout being able to pI'oceed farther, the action of a doub-;Le 

la,yer spread over the surface. In brief, the type thus discov-

ered restores a system of double layer and of vort ices. It 1'e-

quired an al'tifice to ::.rrive 2t it in a si:'TIple :nanner, because 

the cii rect problern of "che Jet er~i)ina t j.::ms of cloubl e layer by 

normal veloe ~t ties is vc:;ry c'JTIipl icat ed. 0 

The case of the dl.sEyn;-.1etrical floVl is interesting. We 

will firr:.t try to gen)I'E~lize tte vor-tices 0: Foppl in the dis-

symmetrical hypothesis. It gives, in general, four points of 

zero velocity ~7i t~101.J.t sym::netry (Fig. 23). A first transforma-

.l.. • 

u lon, wi th the two of zer'o veJ.cci ty aoove the rear wall, as 

realizes a d_issym.met~L~Lcal flow around a circle (Fig. 24). 

Then, on taking, as the foci, the third point of zero velocity 

at the rear and another within the Circle, the arc is trans-

formed into a profile a1:)Qut which tl""ere is obtained a flow with 

The solution involves very complicated c&lculations. At 

a predetermined angle of a ttack of the -profile, one has the 

choice of the r.;eparation between certain limits, as in the first 

type. Tl:ere exist, after all, two vortices which, according to 

the case, are ei ther wi tbin or I'd thout or ast ride the profile. 

Our investigation is not yet complete. 
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Conclusion.- The essential thing in this discussion is a 

new class of possible solutions added to the other and causing 

us to anticipate, oetween these two extrece types, a. ')I'hole series 

of inteTI:1cdiate types. In this great multiplicity there are in-

eluded, as special caGes, all those of non-separation. 

It 81-could be 1.10ted, rroreover, tha>t all the fixed conditions 

which, strictly sneal:ing, are not eQ1.:a11y indispensable, still 

leave a variable parac,etcr) which is the choice of the separa-

tion. Therefore, we sciJ.l have to 881ect one condition, but 

1,""':l.ich? ~~{ill it enable us to make a choice in their infinite 

diversity? We are far from being able to answer this question. 

This is the reason why, lOT the time being, comparison '.vi th ex-

perience will be our best guide. 

It may be askecL in "Jl£,t direction to search. Is it the 

correction required by the viscosity? Is it a more e;cneral con-

dition, analogous to the natural la',7s of rninimur:1 1'fork, of mini-

mu.>n action? It is h:posf:3ible to say yet. In the latter direc-

t ion, we can indice ... t u only one l~esuJ t, in the incomp1ete solu-

tion,constituted by the pure simple layer. 

In this hypothesis, we 1:lnve seen that the separation can be 

determined by the cond.ition of armuD.ing the densi ty of the sim-

ple layer at its limit. """" 0 dOt 0 t 0 iu1S con. 1 lon en a11s, among others, 

one rema;.·l~'J.,ble consequenc e. For this particular separation, the 

-potential, in every point of the suace, passes through a minimu.rn 
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or a maxiE1UlU, 80 ti18. t thel'e ·:-rould thus be a position of equil ib-

rium relative to the vallJ.e of the potentiE'.l. The condition of 

equilibriwll imposed on the singularities of the motion is based 

on the same idea. Wi thout o~r being able to draw any further 

9recise conclusions, it is, perhaps, an indication to be borne 

i::1 mind in stuciying problems relating to the perfect fluid. 

Trctnslation iJy Dwight i.L M.L1er, 
Nat ional Advisory Cow·:!1i tteE; 
for Aeronal.1.t ic s. 
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Fig.12 Double source. 

Fig.13 Solution of Prof. Witoszynski. 
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Fig.15 Wake according to Helmholtz. 

Fig.16 Wake according to Prof. Witoszynski. 
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Fig.22 

Fig.24. 
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